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CURRICULUM COMMITTEE
RECOMMENDATION
SR-14-15-23 CC
NOTE: The curricular form for each item listed may be accessed at www.marshall.edu/senate/ucc.
Click the UCC Agendas/Minutes link; click the link for the November 7, 2014 meeting date; click
the link in the Description column to open a particular item.

Recommends approval of the listed UNDERGRADUATE MINOR CHANGE in the following
colleges and/or schools/program: COLLEGE OF LIBERAL ARTS:
Name of Minor: French
Within Major: French LM 40
Rationale:
Raising the number of hours to 15 from 12 for the minor brings the FRN minor into sync
with the rest of the minors in Liberal Arts. Adding 102 to the minor brings the minor into
sync with the major.

)

Curriculum:
A minor in French will consist of FRN 102, 203, 204 and two 300 - or 400 - level
courses. One of the upper-level courses may be a FRN course taught in English.
Name of Minor: German
Within Major: German LM 50
Rationale:
Raising the number of hours to 15 from 12 for the minor brings the GER minor into sync
with the rest of the minors in Liberal Arts. Adding 102 to the minor brings the minor into
sync with the major.
Curriculum:
A minor in German will consist of GER 102, 203, 204 and two 300 - or 400 - level
courses. One of the upper-level courses may be a GER course taught in English.
Name of Minor: Japanese
Within Major: Japanese LM 30
Rationale:
Raising the number of hours to 15 from 12 for the minor brings the JPN minor into sync
with the rest of the minors in Liberal Arts. Adding 102 to the minor brings the minor into
sync with the major.

)

Curriculum:
A minor in Japanese will consist of JPN 102, 203, 204 and two 300-or 400- level
courses. One of the upper-level courses may be a JPN course taught in English.
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Name of Minor: Spanish
Within Major: Spanish LM 60
Rationale:
Raising the number of hours to 15 from 12 for the minor brings the SPN minor into sync
with the rest of the minors in Liberal Arts. Adding 102 to the minor brings the minor into
sync with the major.
Curriculum:
A minor in Spanish will consist of SPN 102, 203, 204 and two 300 - or 400 - level
courses. One of the upper-level courses may be a SPN course taught in English.
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